THE JOURNAL OF MUSICOLOGY
For these reasons, the musical relationship between Debussy's quartet and Franck's is unusually clear. As Briscoe points out, the layouts of the two works correspond closely: Both feature a "four-movement cyclic design and movements in rather similar tempos."12 The four-movement format is unusual in itself. Franck, with the exception of the string quartet and violin sonata, always used three movements for his multimovement works, while Debussy was never to write a four-movement work again. Both quartets follow the first movement with a scherzo, a slow movement, and a finale preceded by an introduction. Moreover, with all the potential variations in cyclic design, Debussy's quartet links its movements in a manner similar to Franck's: In both works, the first musical utterance is the cyclic theme;13 this theme recurs prominently in the second movement (albeit in very different guises); the slow movement makes no obvious reference to the cyclic theme; and the last movement recalls themes from the preceding movements in an introduction before embarking upon the finale (Fig. 1) .
The inclusion of an introductory thematic recall in the final movement was not unusual for Franck, who employed this device before in his symphony. According to his student Pierre in the opening phrases of the finale (m. 8 and m. 14) parallels the distinctive spacing of the pianissimo sonorities that had occurred in measure 32 and measure 35 of the slow movement. In both locations, a solo instrument initiates the phrase, while the striking disposition of the sonority-spanning four octaves, with the perfect fifth emphasized in the registral extremes-suspends this motion and closes the phrase. The second section of the introduction (mm. 15-30) recalls another moment in the work. The compound meter, tempo, and texture immediately bring to mind the scherzo, while the insistent repetition of a single idea-here, chromatic descending thirds-recalls the persistent cyclic-theme ostinato of that movement.'5 In addition, the forte chromatic descent of all the instruments in measures 25-28 evokes the climactic whole-tone descent that had occurred toward the end of the scherzo (mm. 155-59), which was itself a singular moment of timbral homogeneity. 16 In establishing such distinct textures, Debussy creates a unique and recognizable timbral identity for each of his central movements, identities that he is able to draw upon in the same manner in which he draws upon his cyclic theme. In so doing, he elevates the role of timbre in his quartet, more usually consigned to a secondary or supporting role in the workings of a composition. For Debussy, the timbres of his central movements are no longer merely decorative but now become recognizable elements of his form. In this way, he effects a "timbral recall" of the preceding two movements, alluding to--while ultimately sidestepping -the more literal thematic recall that opens the last movement of Franck's quartet (see Fig. Ib ). At the same time, Debussy connects these timbrally distinct sections motivically. As Example 1 shows, both sections introduce a new figure rather than recalling specific themes: The melodic minor thirds in the first violin, which descend by step in measures 5-6 and 11-12, return and permeate the "scherzo" passage, the thirds now descending chromatically. This motive connects these 16 The timbral similarities can even be extended to the surrounding measures, as both descending passages are paired with a rising sequence featuring similar instrumentation. In the introduction of the finale, this sequence occurs in the measures preceding the chromatic descent (mm. 21-24), and is characterized by written-out trills and tremolos in the violins, while the viola and cello share repetitions of the theme. In the scherzo, the sequence is reversed, with the whole-tone descent leading to a rising sequence of the cyclic theme. Again, the string articulations are comparable, with accompanying trills in the violin and cello, and the repetitions of the cyclic theme performed by the second violin and viola. The chapter on La Sonate cyclique begins the discussion of unity in multimovement works by stating that "the sonata is the prototype of all the symphonic forms which became cyclic after it" (375, 6oo). Here d'Indy refers not simply to the instrumental sonata. Any work that follows sonata principles is included under the rubric of the cyclic sonata, so that his discussion includes examples from symphonies and chamber works in addition to actual sonatas.
D'Indy discusses in turn the characteristics of a cyclic theme, the types of variation this theme undergoes from one movement to another, and the relation of the cyclic design to the tonality of the work. He begins with the qualities necessary for a cyclic theme, which he states must be "expressed, transmitted with the aid of easily recognizable exterior signs" (378, 6o6). These exterior signs constitute the memorable musical details-the particular and precise design-that will allow the theme to be identified from movement to movement, despite changes in its harmonic, rhythmic, and even melodic setting. An example that d'Indy cites in this regard is the cyclic theme from Franck's Piano Quintet in F minor (Ex. 3). The principal idea in question doubles as the second theme, an eight-measure period in the key of Ab, the relative major. D'Indy points to the "remarkable peculiarity" of the melody, describing how the second phrase arises by inverting the intervals of the first (380-81, 610o). Furthermore, he mentions the theme's unusual harmonies, and though he does not provide any more detail, one can speculate that he is referring to the unusual F6 major sonority (double mode mixture) in the first phrase and the brief tonicization of CG major (simple mode mixture) in the second. D'Indy posits this passage as exemplifying the characteristics of a cyclic theme, and yet the piano quintet is exceptional for the length of its cyclic statement. In Franck's violin sonata and in the string quartet, the "exterior signs" distinguishing the cyclic theme are much smaller (Exs. 4a and 4b). In the violin sonata, it is simply the descending and ascending thirds of the violin's opening phrase. In the quartet, the melodic contour of the opening two measures, with a descending triad followed by a memorable ascending leap of a tenth, form the exterior signs. If we extend d'Indy's discussion to include the cyclic theme of Debussy's quartet, one can see that it is likewise quite short; its "exterior signs" are limited to the melodic contour of the first measure combined -so mindful of the glories of the past-we realize that there is no excuse for our indifference. The impression with which we are left is that we scarcely care at all for our fame, for not one of these people is ever to be seen on our concert programs. the cyclic sonata. Perhaps aware of this affinity, Debussy tries to disguise it by drawing attention to the "wrong" cyclic theme. One would expect the cyclic material of the cello sonata to be its first musical statement (Ex. 6a), as this opening material dominates the first movement. The melodic contour, combined with its initial triplet figure, fulfills d'Indy's requirements for a memorable musical design, and its reiteration at crucial junctures throughout the movement establishes its importance. Example 6 traces the appearance of the introductory theme in the Prologue.
After the piano introduction, the triplet rhythm appears twice in the cello line between measures 16 and 20, the second of these statements presenting a rhythmic and melodic variant of the opening (Ex. 6b). This variant foreshadows perhaps the most significant restatement of the opening theme, which occurs at the climax of the movement (Ex. 6c). Here it appears with the melodic intervals of the original intact, though it maintains the previous transposition level. In the following measures, both versions of the introductory theme occur side by side, at the original pitch level in measure 33 and then at the transposed level in measure 34, the latter now presented in rhythmic augmentation (Ex. 6d). To close the movement, the opening theme returns in its most complete statement thus far, and then fragments to just the triplet rhythm in the reiterations of the final measures (Ex. 6e).
With this level of emphasis, one would expect some form of the thematic material of Example 6 to recur in the last movement as the cyclic theme. Yet perversely, Debussy's cyclic theme turns out to be not the pervasive introductory theme but rather an idea that appears only once, in measures 31-32 of the Prologue, nestled between repeated statements of the introductory theme (Exs. 7a and b). Debussy's lastmovement recall of this theme is certainly noticeable: He sets it apart from the movement as a whole by having the cello perform it unaccompanied and giving it the special tempo designation Largo (la moitie plus lent). But by using material from the first movement that in all likelihood would not be remembered from its single statement, Debussy subverts one of the tenets of cyclic organization-the recognizability of the theme.
Even while manipulating one convention of cyclic design, Debussy adheres to another in that the single appearance of the cyclic theme in the finale is integrated into the movement as a whole. Its eventual appearance is prepared as early as the closing measures of the Serenade: By comparison, Debussy's quartet appears to be unencumbered by such concerns. Written a quarter of a century earlier, the cyclic sonata had not yet acquired its political charge, and Debussy was able to compose more freely. Unlike the sonatas-which use the bare minimum of thematic recall to connect outer movements-the quartet prominently features the cyclic theme in three of its four movements. As a calling card to the Societe Nationale, it is unabashedly cyclic in its presentation, drawing not only on cyclic procedures in general but those of Franck's quartet in particular. As Laurence Berman succinctly puts it: Debussy "aspires to a certain 'legitimacy' in the eyes of those who have set the price of legitimacy."41 Thus the political motivations of the string quartet seem to be the reverse of the sonatas. As a young composer, Debussy chose to showcase cyclic procedures in his quartet as a way to ingratiate himself with a group of influential composers. At the end of his career, as an established composer, he underplays the same cyclic procedures in order to distance himself from any undesirable musical allegiances. 
